D eportation O f B a ngl a deshi P r isoner s
F rom I ndi a : I ssues A nd C h a llenges
—Rimple Mehta & Oishika Roy *

I. I ntroduction
Bangladeshi prisoners comprise the highest number of foreign national
prisoners in India. According to the data furnished by the National Crime
Records Bureau (NCRB), it has been found that at the end of 2018, out of the
5,168 foreign national prisoners, 68.8% were Bangladeshis.1 The high percentage
of Bangladeshi prisoners in India must be taken note of in the context of the
shared history between India and Bangladesh and the everyday mobilities and
socialities across their porous borders.2 A large influx of migrants from Bangladesh
to India occurred broadly in two phases - once after India’s partition in 1947 and
another during the Bangladesh Liberation War in 1971. The major outrage with
the influx of Bangladeshi migrants began in Assam that resulted in the signing
of the Assam Accord in 1985.3 The Illegal Migrants (Determination of Tribunal)
Act, 1983, which laid down the procedures for detecting illegal migrants and
expelling them from Assam, was struck down by the Supreme Court of India
in 2005 in the case of Sarbananda Sonowal v. Union of India4 for being violative
of Articles 14 and 355 of the Indian Constitution. The issue of detention and
deportation of illegal migrants has come under public discussion in a big way
again in the wake of the publication of the National Register of Citizens (NRC)
in Assam on August 31, 2019, which excluded 1.9 million people as citizens of
India.5 It generated anxieties amongst various stakeholders across the population
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over questions of citizenship and belonging. These anxieties have been further
exacerbated by the Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019 (CAA),6 which seeks to
provide citizenship to only select persecuted religious minorities from Pakistan,
Afghanistan and Bangladesh.7 The political manoeuvres have made the issue
of illegal migrants a topic of household discussion across the country generating emotions of ‘othering’ those who have been classified as not belonging to
India. Either through episodic measures such as the publication of NRC or the
everyday functioning of the criminal justice system and its treatment of those
allegedly foreigners without documents, a group of people sans national identity
are continuously being created. While there have been several discussions about
‘illegal’ migrants in India and the need to detain them or ‘send them back’8, there
has been little focus on the question of their safety and security in the processes
deployed in sending them back to their country of origin.
This article draws on Mehta’s experience of working with Bangladeshi
women as a student social worker in a prison for female under trials in Mumbai
in 2008-09, then as a doctoral researcher in two prisons in Kolkata in 2010-11
and engagement with various stakeholders on the issue over the last decade to
highlight the ways in which lives are impacted when specific procedures are not
followed for repatriating an individual back to their country of origin or when
the identification of country of origin itself is a contentious issue. In addition,
through the analysis of about 18 judgments between 2014-19, from the states of
West Bengal, Tripura, Maharashtra and Karnataka, this paper seeks to showcase
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the ways in which deportation orders are issued by the judiciary and the ways in
which it may be violative of the human rights of the deportees.

II. State Sovereignty A nd Deportation
International Law on the issue of deportation has been evolving since the
nineteenth century. This continued evolution has resulted in the codification of
provisions for expulsion of foreigners from a country to whose nationality such
foreigner does not belong. The Draft Articles on the Expulsion of Aliens was
adopted by the International Law Commission at its sixty-sixth session in 2014.9
It lays down the general rules for the right to expulsion of a state as well as
the rights of the alien being expelled. Article 2(b) of the Draft Articles on the
Expulsion of Aliens defines an alien, that is, either a foreign national or a stateless
person, as one who does not possess the nationality of the expelling state in
whose territory he/she is found.10 The Draft Article states that expulsion refers to
the formal act of a state compelling an alien to leave the territory of that state.11
Article 3 of the Draft Article recognizes the uncontested right of a state to expel
an alien from its territory.12 The concept of deportation is, therefore, rooted in
the idea of state sovereignty. Any individual who is not a national of a country is
considered an ‘alien’ and therefore, a threat to that country in terms of national
security, public order and the like, thus establishing and reinforcing the binary
of ‘friend’ and ‘enemy’, ‘own’ and ‘other’. To protect one’s state from any such
threat, expulsion of aliens has been internationally accepted as a sovereign right
of a state.13 The recognition of such right can be traced as far back as 1893 when
the United States Supreme Court while deciding upon the constitutionality of
the Chinese Exclusion Act, 1892, described the right of a state to deport aliens as
“absolute” and “unfettered”.14 Similarly, in his book, ‘Introduction to International
Law’, J.G. Starke observes that any sovereign government views the right to
deport aliens as an “unqualified right”.15 While the Draft Articles recognize the
sovereign right of a state to expel an alien, it mentions that such decision on
expulsion must be reached in accordance with law16 and in good faith.17
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Carl Schmitt believed that national sovereignty must always be treated
as the top-most priority of any state.18 The United States has consistently been
following this theory of sovereignty since the tragedy of 9/11 with its treatment
of the ‘other’ through immigration policies drawing vast criticism. In India as
well, territorial sovereignty has been given utmost priority, particularly after
the catastrophic events of 26/11, where terrorists had gained easy access to the
Indian land resulting from the largely porous borders that India shares with its
neighbouring countries. Moreover, for India, territorial sovereignty has been
the ‘elephant in the room’ since Independence, given its shared history with the
neighbouring countries, and this has reflected in the attitude adopted towards
so-called ‘aliens’ in its law books.

III. L egislations A nd Practices A round
Deportation Of Foreign Nationals I n I ndia
Several legislations have been enacted by the Indian government over the
years on the issue of deportation of foreign nationals from India. The Passport
(Entry into India) Act, 1920 is perhaps the first legislation regulating the entry,
stay and removal of foreigners from India. While Article 3 of the Act granted
power to the Central Government of India to make rules requiring a passport
to enter India, Article 4 gave power to the police to arrest any person found to
be in contravention of Article 3 and Article 5 allowed the government to direct
the deportation of any such person.19 The Foreigners Act was enacted in 1946
and has been amended several times since. Referring to the object of the Act in
Bawalkhan Zelanikhan v. B.C. Shah, the Court stated,
“…the object of the Act appears to be to provide for prescribing,
regulating and restricting amongst other things the presence and continued
presence of a foreigner in India. What appears to have been intended is to
confer power on the executive authority to prescribe and specify conditions
for the continuance of a foreigner in India.” 20
Section 2(a) of the Foreigners Act describes a foreigner as a “person who
is not a citizen of India”.21 The category of ‘citizen’ defines the framework for
exclusion of a person who is ‘not citizen’. Every foreigner is ‘not a citizen’. Such
categorization, however, often proves to be very complex in the everyday lives of
both the citizens and ‘not citizens’, because for both it is a continuous process
of proving citizenship of one country or the other. Foreigners (non-citizen,
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except people from Nepal22 and Bhutan23) who enter India in contravention of
the Foreigners Act are in the ambit of criminal law just as the offenders who
break the criminal laws of the land by committing crimes like murder, theft, or
kidnapping, though the terms of imprisonment and penalties are different.
Perhaps the most important provision in the Act is Section 3 that empowers
the Central Government to make any provision regarding the prohibition,
regulation or restriction of the entry or departure or continued presence of either
all foreigners or a class of foreigners or a particular description of foreigners in the
territory of India.24 In Kham and Mang v. India and Foreign Regional Registration
Officer, the Delhi High Court stated: “Section 3(2)(c) of the Foreigners Act, 1946
authorised the government to deport any foreigner who was considered a threat
to national interests. The power of expulsion under the Foreigners Act was absolute
and unfettered and no interference could be made with respect to the subjective satisfaction of the Union regarding their decision to deport a foreign national.”25 The
Central Government is vested with powers to deport a foreign national under
section 3 (2) (c) of the Foreigners Act, 1946.26 The power to identify and deport
illegal foreign nationals has also been delegated to the State Governments/Union
Territory Administrations.27 Detection and deportation of ‘illegal’ immigrants is
a continuous process. Section 8 of the Act provides for the manner to determine
the nationality of a foreigner while Section 9, much like the archaic Chinese
Exclusion Act, 189228, puts the burden to prove that one is not a foreigner on
that individual.29 Section 14 of the Act imposes penalties comprising imprisonment ranging from 2 to 8 years and a fine.30 The Foreigners Order, 1948 gives
effect to the powers conferred by the Foreigners Act, 1946. The Act essentially
provides for the grant and refusal of permission to enter, stay and depart from the
territory of India as well as imposes restrictions on the movement of foreigners.
The Citizenship Act, 195531 provides for the acquisition and termination of
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citizenship of any person in accordance with Article 11 of the Constitution of
India. It defines an illegal migrant as a foreigner who has entered India without
a valid passport or other required documents or had entered India validly but has
continued to stay beyond the permitted time period.32 It mentions five ways for
the acquisition of citizenship namely, birth, descent, registration, naturalization
and incorporation of territory.33 It is through this Act that a citizen is defined.
In addition to the legislations around definitions of ‘citizen’ and ‘foreigner’
and the deportation of undocumented foreigners, there have been some case laws
which have defined the way the legal discourse addresses the issue of foreign
nationals without documents in India. In 1955, in Hans Muller v. Superintendent,
Presidency Jail,34 the Supreme Court held that the Foreigners Act gives an unfettered right to the Union Government to expel. Almost four decades later, in
Louis De Raedt v. Union of India,35 the Supreme Court held that the power of the
Government of India to expel foreigners is absolute and unlimited and there is no
provision in the Constitution fettering its discretion and the executive government
has unrestricted right to expel a foreigner. In the case of State of Arunachal
Pradesh v. Khudi Ram Chakma,36 following Louis De Raedt 37, it was held that
the fundamental right of a foreigner is confined to Article 21 for life and liberty
and does not include the right to reside and stay in this country. Article 19(1)
(d) and (e) of the Constitution, which guarantee the right to reside and settle
in any part of the territory of India applies only to the citizens of the country.38
In August 2008, the Delhi High Court rejected a petition by a young woman
against a deportation order, stating that an illegal immigrant “is a threat to
internal security of India”.39 In addition to these, in 2009, the Foreigners Division,
Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India issued an important Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) for the deportation of Bangladeshi nationals.40 It
details out the steps to be followed when a Bangladeshi national is caught under
different circumstances within the Indian territory.
With the various legislations regulating and restricting the arrival, stay and
departure of foreigners, it is also important to recognize and emphasise the constitutional rights of foreign nationals. Article 14 of the Indian Constitution states
that no person i.e., citizens and non-citizens of India shall be denied equality
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before law or the equal protection under the law.41 Article 21 ensures the citizens
and foreign nationals that their right to life and personal liberty will not be
deprived of except according to procedure established by law.42 Thus, in India,
foreign nationals are provided with certain fundamental rights that they cannot
be deprived of. However, in practice, it has been observed that foreign national
prisoners are often denied these basic rights.
In 2017, CHRI reported that the NCRB data relating to imprisonment of
foreign national prisoners does not take into account those who have completed
their sentences but remain illegally incarcerated in prisons beyond the official
date of release.43 This essentially points towards the fact that if such prisoners
who have completed their sentences, yet have not been deported are taken into
account, the numbers of foreign national prisoners, including Bangladeshis,
would run extremely high. As of 2017, 275 Bangladeshi prisoners were in prison
beyond their official time for release.44 The 2019 ‘Strangers to Justice’ Report on
Foreigners in Indian Prisons by the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative
(CHRI) highlights that 22 per cent of the foreign national prisoners lodged in
different prisons in the country await repatriation.45 The report further details the
barriers to be overcome before a foreign national prisoner can be deported to their
country of nationality. The trend has been that overcoming such barriers often
takes a good amount of time before such prisoners are deported, during which
such prisoners have had to remain in prison beyond the completion of their
sentences. This is particularly true for the Bangladeshi prisoners in India.46 Article
19 of the Draft Articles must be taken note of, particularly in case of the deportation of Bangladeshi nationals from India, as it prohibits the excessive detention
of an alien awaiting expulsion.47
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) among its thirty
principles prohibits the arbitrary detention of any person.48 A Bangladesh-based
NGO, Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST) views the detention of
Bangladeshi prisoners well beyond the completion of sentence as a human rights
violation under the principles of UDHR.
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“The persons serving terms exceeding their sentence may be regarded as
a gross violation of their human rights. The Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR) ensures that no one is subject to unfair
detainment and right tofair trial. The prisoners must be sent home to in
order to establish human rights and so that they can reunite with their
families and start afresh.”49
International law, as discussed, has required the process of deportation
to be carried out with due process of law. While the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights does require a state to expel aliens in accordance
with law, it refers to those foreigners who are in the territory “lawfully”50 (India
is a state party to ICCPR).51 Similarly, Article 4 of the Draft Articles on the
Expulsion of Aliens requires states to reach a decision relating to expulsion of
an alien in accordance with law.52 However, in India, particularly in regard to
Bangladeshis, it has been seen that they are more often than not ‘pushed back’
to their country without undergoing any due process of law. In 1992, under the
unofficial campaign labelled by international press as ‘Operation Push-Back’,53
many Bangladeshis, around 132, were taken away from their homes by policemen
and possibly, literally pushed back to Bangladesh from the border, never to see
their families back in India again.
The idea of a foreigner in the Indian context is a complex one. With
overlapping linguistic, cultural and ethnic identities, definitive determination
of citizenship of individuals in a region where documents are not the norm,
can be a defeating task. This results in large groups of people who cannot be
classified definitively as ‘foreigners’ or ‘citizens’, but for purposes of the law, they
get categorised into either of these groups. This categorisation is located within
the socio-economic and political hierarchies of class, caste, gender and religion
prevalent in the South Asian context.
India enacted the Repatriation of Prisoners Act, 2003 which provides for
the transfer of Indian nationals imprisoned abroad as well as foreign nationals
imprisoned in India. Based on this Act, India and Bangladesh signed an
Agreement on Transfer of Sentenced Prisoners54. This is of immense significance
for India, because as discussed, in 2018, about 69 per cent of the foreign national
49
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prisoners were Bangladeshis.55 The appropriate use of this Act can ensure the
human rights of the prisoners by way of their safe return home. Since verification
of citizenship is the primary requisite to initiate the transfers, the repatriation
of foreign national prisoners, especially Bangladeshi prisoners in India, becomes
challenging since most of those accused do not have documents for either country.
If one follows the trajectory of the Acts formulated in India, one can see
that the Foreigners Act, 1946,56 still in use at present, was passed even before
Independence and much before the Citizenship Act, 1955, implying that it was
first important to establish who was not a citizen, was a foreigner, and then
establish the rules of citizenship. In the process of providing justice to Indian
citizens in post-Independence India, ‘foreigners’ without valid documents are
viewed as threats to citizens and the sovereignty of India. These two Acts were,
therefore, partially supplemented by the Armed Forces Special Powers Act,
1958 (AFSPA) which was imposed on the so-called disturbed areas which were
primarily the border areas in the north-east of India, the Defence of India
Act, 1971, the Disturbed Area Act, 1976, the National Security Act, 1980,
or the Public Safety Act and the Terrorist Affected Area Ordinance, 1984. All
of these Acts directly or indirectly focused on the maintenance of sovereignty
of the Indian state. The anxiety of the Indian state is evident from the various
state security related Acts which were put in place in less than thirty years after
Independence.
While history may explain this anxiety, one has to focus on the sociological impact that the implementation of these Acts in quick succession has had
on the people who had both familial and kin ties with persons on both sides of
the border. Some of the reasons for undocumented migration of Bangladeshis to
India include the search for economic opportunities and a better life, maintaining
kinship ties, trade and for medical purposes.57 Trafficking of poor Bangladeshi
women for commercial sex and situations of forced labour in India is not
uncommon. Men and women from Bangladesh are lured into the big cities of
India with the promise of a job and better life and then, forced into exploitative
work situations. In a recent order by the Karnataka High Court, a 21-year-old
Bangladeshi woman was ordered to be deported back to Bangladesh after it
was found out that she was lured into Bengaluru for a job in the IT sector and
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finally, forced into commercial sex.58 Though people crossing borders without
documents are, within the legal framework, offenders under the Foreigners Act
or the Passports Act, they also need to be seen as survivors of structural violence
and gender-based violence in their own country and hence seeking an escape to
another country. India has no law to accommodate such persons.
The Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration,59 though
not binding legally, has presented a cooperative framework based on the commitments of the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants.60 Recognising
the negative implications attached with irregular migration, it calls upon the
member states to reduce irregular migration and provides actions that can be
undertaken to meet the objectives that it has laid down for the safe, orderly and
regular migration.61 It is incumbent on India, a signatory to the Compact, to pay
particular attention to certain objectives mentioned therein in light of its poor
management of migration,62 the lack of a detailed and comprehensive immigration
policy63 as well as the recent amendment to the Citizenship Act, 1955.64 Some of
the objectives that can be essential to India’s strive for better migration policies
are that states should improve availability and flexibility of ways to enter and
exit the country to regularise migration,65 address the concerns of all, legal and
illegal, migrants and take actions to reduce their vulnerabilities, ensure sufficient
and affordable legal representation for migrants such that justice delivered is
impartial,66 take suitable actions to prevent the missing and death of migrants,67
as well as manage the borders with its neighbouring countries to ensure safe and
regulated cross-border movement of people.68

IV. Bangladeshi Women Prisoners I n
I ndia A nd The Issue Of Jaankhalash
In some states in India, Bangladeshis without valid documents are arrested
under the Foreigners Act, 1946 and in others under the Passports Act, 1967.
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This section draws largely from Mehta’s research69 in prisons in Kolkata, work
in prisons in Mumbai and engagement with various stakeholders over the last
decade. Different states use different Acts and practices based on their orientation
and training. For instance, in the case of West Bengal, it was observed that the
Foreigners Act was used most frequently, on the other hand, in Maharashtra, the
use of Passports Act was common along with Foreigners Act. It was observed that
there is a lack of clarity on the documents checked by the police at the time of
arresting those who are allegedly Bangladeshi. Once in prison, it was reportedly
difficult for the Bangladeshi women to access legal aid as the District Legal
Services Authority (DLSA) lawyers are usually unwilling to take up their case and
the Bangladeshi prisoners did not have money to hire a private lawyer. They did
not have visitors, either because their relatives feared they would also be arrested
or because their relatives were in Bangladesh. The overall situation of Bangladeshi
prisoners in general and those of Bangladeshi women prisoners, in particular,
is grim. Several Bangladeshi women who have been victims of trafficking are
arrested by the police as ‘illegal’ migrants; often at times when they are fleeing
brothels or exploitative work situations.70 It is also important to mention here
that there are instances where Muslim women from West Bengal are arrested in
other States when they are unable to produce documents — which makes them
“Bangladeshi” in the eyes of the criminal justice system.
Furthermore, it was observed that the Bangladeshi women continued to be
in prisons in West Bengal beyond the end of their prison term and were known
as jaankhalash.71 Jaankhalash literally means ‘end of life’; in this case, it implied
that the women were no longer ‘prisoners’ as they had finished their term. The
Bangladeshi women prisoners said that it meant ‘free public’ that they were
roaming around in the prison as someone who is free and not as a prisoner.
Ironically, there was no freedom for the women, apart from their imagination.
This time as jaankhalash was the hardest to deal with for the prisoners because it
entailed an uncertainty to which prison staff had no answers. No one seemed to
know when they would be sent back to Bangladesh. Each officer waited for orders
till they could process the papers for their release and more often than not information remained in limbo for everyone.
The orders for deportation involved many agencies; one of them was the
Deputy High Commission of Bangladesh in Kolkata. The delay in orders for
deportation often took place because of the tussle between the unwillingness (and
sometimes inability) of the Deputy High Commission of Bangladesh to identify
these women as citizens of their country and the insistence of the Indian state
that their identity was Bangladeshi. This often happened because the women gave
69
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incorrect names and addresses at the time of their case registration. They did this
because they feared that if their family members were contacted they (the family)
would find out that they were in prison or that before being in prison, they were
involved in commercial sex. Some of them had not told their families that they
had come to India. In the process of trying to protect their honour and that of
their families, it seems that they often gave an incorrect address without realising
the impact it would have on their release and the process of being sent back.72 It
is not to suggest that the delay in being sent back was entirely due to the fault of
these women. One cannot deny the politics between the two countries concerning
migration/illegal immigration, which has peppered their relations from 1947.
The Bangladeshi women prisoners would come together in large numbers to
protest this delay, which they viewed as laxity and unwillingness to work on the
part of the prison staff. Some of the women who had entered the prison before
2009 said that there was a time when more than 500 women used to stay in
a space created for about 100 of them, many among these being jaankhalash.73
It was only after an instance when they jumped the walls of their ward and
threatened to harm the prison staff with stones and bricks that immediate steps
were taken that hastened their deportation. They often went on hunger strikes
demanding their release once they had served their respective prison terms. The
Bangladeshi women had observed that a show of aggression on their part could
bring about a change in the situation. This probably gave them an incentive to
continue their acts of resistance to finally achieve the ‘freedom’ for which they
had initially decided to leave their ‘homes’.
Evidence from stakeholders suggests that over the last few years there
have been efforts to adopt a more formalised approach for deportation through
regular meetings between the border security forces in India and Bangladesh
and transfers through designated Immigration Check Posts (ICP).74 However,
there needs to be further research to understand to what extent such processes
have replaced the practice of push backs and their effectiveness in ensuring the
safety and security of the individuals. This is particularly important as there is
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On September 02, 2011, Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative filed a petition in the High
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data which suggests that between 1985 and 2017, around 2,528 Bangladeshis were
‘pushed back’ after having been declared foreigners.75

V. A nalysis Of Deportation Orders
This section contains the analysis of the judgments containing deportation
orders given to allegedly Bangladeshi nationals convicted under either Foreigners
Act or Passports Act or both and ordered to be ‘pushed- back’ to their ‘native
land’ in four states namely, West Bengal, Maharashtra, Tripura and Karnataka.
In common parlance, deportation refers to the constitutional or legal process of
sending illegal immigrants back to their country of origin and ‘push back’ refers
to an extra-legal or unlawful process of sending them back.76 The process itself
is a great threat to their life and personal security. The authors collected a total
of 18 judgments delivered between 2014 to 2019 from the states of West Bengal,
Maharashtra, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh and Karnataka out of which, excerpts from
two judgments each from four states have been discussed below. It was found
that in all of the 18 judgments, the Bangladeshi foreign nationals were convicted
under the appropriate statutes and were ordered to be ‘pushed back’ in 3 cases,
‘deported’ in 10 cases, ‘repatriated’ in four cases and one case ‘sent back’ to their
homeland after completion of sentence. For instance, in a case from West Bengal
namely Belayet and others v. State of West Bengal77, the Bangladeshi convicts were
ordered to suffer “rigorous imprisonment” for five years along with the payment of
a fine amounting to Rs. 10,000, in default of which the convicts would have to
suffer simple imprisonment of further six months. After completion of the period
of sentence, they were ordered to be “pushed- back” to Bangladesh “in accordance
with law”.78 This is one instance of the nature of judgments that are pronounced
in cases dealing with Bangladeshi prisoners.

A. West Bengal
In Government of West Bengal v. Yaar Ali (2019)79, the accused, Yaar Ali,
was charged under Section 14A of Foreigners Act and he pleaded guilty. On
being told of his charges, he said “Ami Doshi”. It appeared to the judge that
he must have pleaded guilty without any inducement, therefore, he ordered for
75
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The Economic Times, Dhaka to take back migrants, May 30, 2018, available at https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/policy-change-dhaka-to-take-back-migrants/
articleshow/64380489.cms (Last visited on September 23, 2019).
See the UN Convention on the Status of Refugees, 1954 (which disallows refoulement, forced
return of people, who have the right to be recognized as refugees, to their country of origin. But
India is not a signatory to the Convention and has no laws making ‘push back’ illegal. What is
being referred to here is the inhumane and illegal practices involved in the process of ‘push back’.
The status of the migrants, whether they are refugees (of whatever kind) or not, is not the subject
of discussion here).
C.R.A. 64/ 2017 (Calcutta High Court).
Id.
S.C. 28/ 2019 (Assistant Sessions Judge, Dinhata) (Unreported).
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conviction of the accused under Section 229, Code of Criminal Procedure as well
as ordered for his push back to Bangladesh.
In Government of West Bengal v. Paresh Biswas (2019) 80, yet again, the
accused was found to plead guilty by uttering the words, “Ami Doshi” (“I am
guilty”). He was charged under Section 14 of the Foreigners Act for entering
India without any valid document despite being a Bangladeshi citizen. The
Court accepted his plea of guilt and sentenced him under Section 252, Code
of Criminal Procedure and ordered him to be ‘repatriated’ back to Bangladesh.
The Court requested for a copy of the order to be sent to the District Magistrate
of Nadia such that necessary action could be taken for the repatriation of the
convict to Bangladesh.

B. Tripura
In State of Tripura v. Rasel Miah 81 (2014), accused pleaded guilty stating
that he is repenting the crime he has happened to have committed. Thus, the
court convicted him for criminal trespass,82 criminal intimidation83 as well as
under Rule 6 of the Passport (Entry into India) Rules 1950 and ordered him to
be “pushed back” to his country by the Mobile Task Force (MTF) Department
with the assistance of O/C of Sonamura Police Station.
In State of Tripura v. Jahangir Miah (2016)84 , at the stage of framing of
charges, the accused by way of a petition pleaded guilty. The court, accepting his
plea of guilt, convicted him under Section 3 of the Passport (Entry into India)
Act, 1920 and Section 14 of the Foreigners Act, 1946. The Court also requested
the State Government to make necessary arrangements including contacting the
appropriate authorities for “sending the convict back to Bangladesh”.

C. Maharashtra
In State of Maharashtra v. Kabir Noorali Gazhi(2016) 85, the accused pleaded
guilty after he was made aware of the charge against him, the contents of which
were explained to him in the Hindi language. Thereafter, he was convicted
under Section 14(c) of the Foreigners Act, 1946 and ordered to be deported to
Bangladesh by the P.I. of the concerned police station.
In SIB CID ‘I’ Branch v. Babu Siddik Khan and others(2017) 86, the ‘I’
Branch of Mumbai received information regarding the first accused, who was a
80
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labourer, and subsequently, arrested him along with two other accused females, all
of whom revealed that they were Bangladeshi nationals and entered India illegally
without any valid documents. Thus, they were charged under Rule 6 of the
Passport (Entry into India) Rules, 1950 and Section 14(1) of the Foreigners Act,
1946 to which the accused pleaded not guilty. Since Section 9 of the Foreigners
Act imposes the burden to prove that the accused is of Indian nationality on the
accused himself/ herself and the three accused in the present scenario failed to
discharge that burden of proof, they were held to be guilty of the charges levelled
against them. Thus, the magistrate directed the SIB ‘I’ Branch to take action for
the deportation of all the accused.

D. Karnataka
In Subramanya P.S. v. Mohammed Sagar (2018)87, the two accused persons
were charged under Section 397, IPC for robbing and causing grievous hurt to
the victims as well as under Section 14 of the Foreigners Act, 1946. After having
languished as under- trial prisoners for approximately five years, the two accused
entered for plea-bargaining and their sentence for imprisonment was set off
against their prison time of five years. Consequently, the City Civil and Sessions
Judge directed the Superintendent of Prison to intimate the Ministry of External
Affairs and Bangladesh Embassy for the repatriation of the accused to Bangladesh.
In State of Karnataka v. Smt. Khadija (2019) 88, the accused was charged
for being a citizen of Bangladesh who had illegally entered India through West
Bengal. During her arrest by the Bengaluru police, she was staying in Bengaluru
for nine months without a passport or visa. She was charged under Section 14
of the Foreigners Act, 1946. The accused denied such charges. All the prosecution witnesses testified that she was an unauthorised resident in Bengaluru for a
prolonged period, without visa or passport and that she had illegally immigrated
from Bangladesh. The court said that the prosecution had proven beyond
reasonable doubt that the accused was an illegal immigrant from Bangladesh, who
had entered through West Bengal and was staying illegally in Bengaluru without
visa or passport. The court convicted the accused under Section 14 of Foreigners
Act, 1946 and Section 12(1)(C) of the Passports Act, 1967 and thus, ordered her
to be deported to Bangladesh.
First, in the above judgments from the four states it is disconcerting to note
that in all of them, the accused pled guilty to the offence under Section 14 of
Foreigners Act in roughly the same manner and even uttering the same words.
While the court assures in the judgments that only after taking into account all
‘facts surrounding the case’ and hearing both parties does it accept the plea of
guilt, there is no specific mention of such facts that are taken into account by
87
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the magistrate in the judgment itself. These ‘facts’ are important and should be
mentioned, considering the vulnerable position and condition of foreign national
prisoners. In its 2019 report, CHRI has recommended mandatory in-camera
hearing of the prisoners by the judicial officers who were adjudicating such
matters to record the accused’s narration of facts.89 This can go a long way in
ensuring that the accused are not coerced into pleading guilty. Often, it may
also happen that due to the inability to understand the language in which the
judgment is pronounced or the inability to follow legal discourse, the accused
may not have been able to fully understand the nature of the charge against him/
her and the consequences of pleading guilty. For instance, CHRI gives an account
of such an incident in its report:
“In one case, an Indian national, who was mentally ill at the time of
arrest, was convicted on a plead guilty application for being a non-national. After receiving treatment for her mental ailments in prison, when
she was cured of her ailment, she informed that she was a resident of
Assam. The prison authorities made contact with her family and filed
a petition in the Calcutta High Court. However, the court refused to
intervene as her original conviction was by pleading guilty.” 90
Instances such as above also indicate the vulnerabilities of those with
mental illnesses, who may be convicted even though they are citizens of India.
It also directs us to the fluidity in terms of identity that people across the IndiaBangladesh may share and the inability of the state to determine their identity in
any definitive manner.
Second, while the Bangladeshis convicted of ‘illegally’ entering and
staying in India can be reasonably expected to understand the language of the
proceedings in states like West Bengal and Tripura, it must be taken note of that
language becomes a huge barrier for such Bangladeshi prisoners in states where
Bengali is not the spoken language. In the above judgments, it is observed that
the content of charges and consequences of pleading guilty are explained to a
Bangladeshi prisoner in the Hindi language. Such a lacuna must be rectified as
a language barrier, coupled with the fear and intimidation of a foreign national
prisoner in a courtroom, can cause injustice.
Third, the nature of the investigation also demands some warrant. It is to
be noted that in certain cases, officials rely on ‘secret information’ from unknown
individuals and thereafter, carry out an investigation. For instance, in the case
of SIB CID ‘I’ Branch v. Aalima Jakir Khan91, the accused were charged under
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Passport (Entry into India) Act, 195692 and the Foreigners Order, 194893, after
they were taken into custody based on “secret information” received from an
unknown “reliable informer”. The grounds for such reliability of informers are
not known. The motivations and political affiliation of the ‘informers’ are also
suspect. Moreover, there are certain points to ponder over particularly in this
case. While the accused admitted that the police had put a raid on her husband
and herself, that at the time when she was taken into custody, she did not have
any document to prove that she was an Indian national as well as that she indeed
spoke in Bengali, she did depose that she was, in fact, an Indian national and
that she was not given an opportunity to furnish any document to prove her
stance. However, she was able to produce on record, “original” PAN Card,
“original” birth certificate as well as “original” Aadhar card receipt. However,
such documentary proof was found to be unreliable as there were discrepancies.
Consequently, the accused was found to have failed to discharge the heavy burden
of proof that she was an Indian national under Section 9 of the Foreigners Act,
1948 and was thereby, convicted and ordered to be deported after completion of
her sentence. The lack of documents and discrepancy in information in different
documents belonging to the same person is a common feature in the South Asian
context and need not be a ‘full-proof’ way to determine nationality.94 This leaves
us with the question- what, then, is a ‘full-proof’ way to determine nationality in
India? How do we tackle this issue in the South Asian context?
Finally, the practice of ‘push back’ of Bangladeshi prisoners is extra-legal.
The wording of judgments is essential in this regard. One may notice that a
number of the above judgments ordered for the convicted Bangladeshi prisoners
to be ‘pushed back’ once their period of punishment is over. Push-backs not only
threaten the safety and security of the individuals being sent back to Bangladesh,
but they are also extra-legal. India needs to have a clear legal understanding of
what constitutes repatriation and what constitutes deportation and the practice of
push-backs should be proscribed. Following a clear legal understanding, processes
should be put in place for each.
Having discussed the lacunae above, it requires mention that the Indian
courts do not follow the ‘one stick fits all’ rule while deciding upon a case and
pronouncing judgments. Take, for instance, the case of State of Maharashtra
v. Hajara Khatoon95 in which a pregnant woman, of about 20 years of age,96
was found in a railway station as she claimed that she came to India with her
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husband who ultimately could not be found. Though the prosecution demanded
stricter action to be taken against her as entering India illegally amounts to an
“offence against the state”, the Court, after taking all facts into account such
as her pregnant condition and young age, decided to deliver a lenient judgment
whereby she was ordered to be deported through executive action by the Nagpur
Superintendent of Police (Railways) following such requisite procedure as is
required for deporting a pregnant woman. This order may also serve as a reference
point for other deportation orders as it details the steps to be followed to ensure
the safe deportation of a foreign national prisoner.

VI. C onclusion
The practice of pushing back Bangladeshi prisoners cannot be assumed to
be the long-run solution, most importantly because it is violative of their human
rights. The ‘UN Model Agreement on the Transfer of Foreign Prisoners’, which
was adopted by the Seventh UN Congress on the Prevention of Crime and
Treatment of Offenders in 1985, prepared a model for countries to form bilateral
and multilateral agreements with each other for the international transfer of
sentenced prisoners.97 Based on this model, India has an operational agreement
on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons negotiated and drafted under the careful
guidelines of the Repatriation of the Prisoners Act, 2003.98 There is a dire need for
better implementation of the Repatriation of Prisoners Act, 2003.
Also, long delays in deportation or push back processes impose great
danger to the future of Bangladeshi prisoners who have been convicted under
the Foreigners Act or the Passports Act. To address this injustice, it is essential
to reform the operation of the judiciary and the administration working on such
matters, particularly when it concerns foreign national prisoners from socio-economically marginal positions. As discussed, verification of nationality is a major
barrier before a prisoner can be sent back to their country. In its 2019 Report,
CHRI has suggested that special provisions should be made to ensure effective
representation to foreign national prisoners such as special training courses for
lawyers defending foreign national prisoners.99
In addition, to ensure that Bangladeshi prisoners know their rights to
apply for transfer to complete their sentence in their homeland (under the
Repatriation of Prisoners Act, 2003), apart from ensuring consular access to them,
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there should be attempts for greater access to information for such prisoners,
perhaps in the form of a brochure which lays down their rights in the Bengali
language. Alternatively, there should be a mandatory translator to ensure that
the Bangladeshi prisoners are aware of their rights in case they do not understand the language otherwise spoken. The prisoners must be made aware of their
right to back out of the application for transfer to their homeland as well along
with the consequences that might follow such backing out. Also, to ensure that
children are not separated from their parents at the time of repatriation,100 there
should be a coordination between the protective homes where the children of the
Bangladeshi prisoners are kept and the prison.
While state sovereignty and security of citizens is an important question, it
is also crucial to understand who gets defined as a citizen and who gets the label
of a foreigner. In the South Asian context, these identities often have areas of
overlap and it is difficult to extract one from the other. Those occupying marginal
locations within the class, caste, religion and gender hierarchies are the first to be
excluded and rendered stateless. It is important that the judiciary takes care in
determining the status of citizenship of individuals and lays down concrete procedures for the safe repatriation of foreign national prisoners. In this regard, India
must draft a sound refugee and migration policy, which takes into consideration
the lived experience of trafficking, violence, persecution, of those who cross the
borders of India in the hope of a better and safe life. This will ensure that India
does not exclude foreigners merely based on their legality or illegality in terms of
owning citizenship documents.
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